Why the title?
• Atheists frequently assert that evolution (along with cosmogenesis
and geology) has rendered God redundant as Creator of all that is.
• This book challenges that view. I am not arguing that evolution is
wrong or inadequate (quite the contrary!); instead, I explore what
kind of God might be consistent with an evolutionary world view.
• The question-mark in the title is both deliberate and necessary!
• The evolutionary science in Part 1 is wide-ranging but fairly standard
– though I try hard to be non-partisan about key players in the field.
• The non-interventionist God envisaged in Part 2 is characterised by
gracious invitation and compassionate love rather than authoritarian
command, which echoes the person and radical kingdom teaching of
Jesus Christ as portrayed in the gospels, and explored by Tom Wright

Cover illustration: 6th/7th C apse mosaic from the basilica of Sant’
Apollinare in Classe, near Ravenna, depicting the Transfiguration.

Why choose this as the cover for my book?

• This whole ensemble takes the form of a gigantic eye (v. avant garde!).
• It also offers a glimpse of heaven, complete with plants and animals.
• My conviction is that the natural world is valued by & precious to God
– one reason why I follow Moltmann in hoping for universal salvation.
• The disciples figure as sheep (12 at bottom + 3 at the Transfiguration).
• Even the odd saintly archbishop (here, St. Apollinaris) finds a place…..
• The iris of the eye is a star-studded orb centred on the cross of Christ.
• At its centre, a tiny image of Christ’s face acts as the pupil of the eye.
• Christ is thus absolutely central, yet non-dominating and self-effacing.
• Likewise, the hand of God reaches down from the upper arch – again,
so small that you’d hardly notice. For myself, I don’t think we need to
scan creation for God’s fingerprints, since evolution can explain it all…

6th C

Compare and contrast…..

12th C

vs.
‘Pupil of the eye’ – central Christ
anti-Pantokrator, Classe, Ravenna

Colossal Christ Pantokrator, who
dominates apse at Cefalù, Sicily
For me it’s the difference between a non-coercive God and an emperor

Structure of the book.
• Part 1 deals with evolutionary biology – starting with molecular and
cell biology, then speciation, phylogeny (plus convergence), animal
development, and finally humanity and culture as seen by science.
• Many popular books on evolution focus on the topics covered in
chapters 2, 3 & 5 – but omit most of the genetic topics covered in
chapters 1 & 4, which are often seen as hard biology. I beg to differ!
• Part 2 is mostly about evolutionary theology; it starts by questioning
‘received wisdom’, followed by consideration of four key thinkers on
evolution and Christian faith (Teilhard de Chardin, ‘Sam’ Berry, Celia
Deane-Drummond, Arthur Peacocke), then my own perspective, an
aside on evolution as an exegetical tool, & a coda on climate change
• Isn’t this last an unwarranted departure from my core theme? Not
really, since mass extinctions (e.g. that which humanity has likely set
in motion) act as punctuation marks in the wider evolutionary story.

Why so much genetics and evo-devo in Part 1?

• The hierarchical manner in which genes are regulated in animals and
plants helps to generate variants that look different yet are still viable
• One basic mechanism in gene control involves multiple DNA-binding
proteins (transcription factors, TFs) recognising short DNA sequences
located in the flanking regions that surround each protein-coding gene
• Some transcription factors plus their DNA consensus recognition sites
(6-20 bp) regulate the level of gene expression, others the location at
which that gene is expressed, & others the timing of gene expression.
• All of this is beautifully orchestrated so that particular structures and
functions appear in the right place at the correct time in development
• A corollary of this is that a single mutation in one of the recognition
sites can abolish binding for a particular TF, or can convert it into a
binding site for a different TF, so altering the pattern of expression.

However, the
position of
these spine
groups will
depend
on
an
overarching set
of spatial TFs,
also known as
“master regulators”.

Fly genes are named from the
appearance of null mutants;
spineless [sp] is a fictional gene
specifying groups of 3 spines.
spineless
mutant fly
(sp /sp )
Many fruit-fly geneticists
display a quirky sense of
humour; spineless is typical
– but not as apt as tinman!

Wild-type fly:
Abdominal-B (Abd-B)
Abd-B TF
regulating
+
sp gene
expression
‘Ruff’ of spine groups
on posterior abdomen.
Abd-B binding site: .T.T.T.A.A.T.T/G.A.

Antennapedia (Antp)
Antp TF
regulating
+
sp gene
expression

Spine group(s) located
on T2 thoracic segment.
Antp binding site: .T.T.A.A.T.T/G.A.

engrailed (en).
en TF
regulating
+
sp gene
expression
Spine group at posterior
of each thoracic and
abdominal segment.
en binding site: .G/C/A.T.A.A.T.T.A/G.[A]

Distal-less (Dll)
Dll TF
regulating
+
sp gene
expression
Spine group at distal
end of all appendages.
Dll binding site: .G/C/A.T.A.A.T.T.A/G.C/T.

Regulatory mutants help generate variation.
• These simple binding-site mutants actually look very different
• We are familiar with mutations causing single amino-acid
changes within a protein, thereby altering its function(s).
• If achieved in that way, pattern or timing variants would need
coordinated changes in numerous proteins simultaneously.

• This is greatly simplified by understanding the hierarchical
regulation of genes via multiple transcription factors (TFs),
binding to short consensus sequences in the flanking DNA.
• Mechanisms of gene control afford vital clues to evolution!

Timing changes – e.g. seasonality of flowering.
Spring
A and D diverged
recently (varieties
or sub-species), B
and E longer ago
(distinct species),
but C and F a very
long time ago (now
in separate genera)

Autumn

Part 2 – salient points, 1.
• ‘Received wisdom’ rarely provides an adequate depiction of reality!

• God’s ‘fingerprints’ are either everywhere across creation (and hence
indistinguishable from deterministic natural causes) or else nowhere.
• A God who acts as a causal agent in creation strikes me as problematic.
Either everything must be willed and enacted by God (‘I make weal
and create woe’; Is. 45:7) , or God voluntarily refrains from acting. A
God who sometimes acts but often doesn’t is capricious, not faithful.
• I try to circumvent this through the idea of God’s gracious call – to us
and all creation – spoken as the Word in love and compassion, which
does not go unanswered (Is. 55:11) – the doctrine of “effectual call”.
• This finds echoes in Vanstone’s Love’s Endeavour, Love’s Expense; love
and forgiveness are always costly to the giver (God), but can often go
unreciprocated – in which case there can be no cost to the recipient.
• But where love finds a response, then the beloved is impelled to act.

Part 2 – salient points, 2.
• Isn’t this a very wan and impotent ‘hands-off’ picture of a ‘lazy God’?
• Yes, but it’s also a God entirely consistent with the Son in Christ Jesus.
• ‘Such as the Father is, such is the Son, and such is the Holy Spirit’ (the
Athanasian creed); ‘Whoever has seen me has seen the Father’ (John
14:9). A Trinity whose Persons contradict one another is untenable!
• I spend some time exploring the radical and counterintuitive teaching
of Jesus: ‘The last shall be first, and the first last’; the widow’s mite
versus the Pharisee’s shekel; God’s care for sparrows; the lilies of the
field more glorious than Solomon’s finery; the Prodigal Son’s Father…
• If all this isn’t merely rhetorical, it tells us something important about
the nature of God; cf. Tom Wright’s 2012 book How God Became King
• Despite Mark 7:24ff, no-one who asks Jesus for healing is ever refused.
• Yes, this IS a liberal’s God, but one that is compatible with evolution!

6th C

Compare and contrast…..

12th C

vs.
‘Pupil of the eye’ – central Christ
anti-Pantokrator, Classe, Ravenna

Colossal Christ Pantokrator, who
dominates apse at Cefalù, Sicily
For me it’s the difference between a non-coercive God and an emperor

A few corollaries…..
• The evolution of Homo sapiens from our great ape ancestors does not
suggest any obvious ‘leap’ when God imbued humanity with a ‘soul’.
• If no such dividing line exists, then could salvation embrace all life?
• God’s care for the natural world is attested throughout the Bible.
• The example of Christ’s earthly life suggests a model of restraint and
self-sacrifice in the service of others – diametrically opposed to the
rampant consumerism (serving Mammon!) that besets the rich West.
• Climate change – combined with ever-expanding human populations,
habitat destruction & pollution of the environment – now threatens a
mass extinction comparable to those that punctuate the fossil record.
• Christians should be in the vanguard of mitigating global warming,
environmental conservation, & living as exemplars of restraint (Sallie
McFague Blessed are the Consumers), not opposing these at every turn

What this book is – and what it isn’t….
• It is a wide-ranging attempt at synthesis across a broad range of topics.
• It isn’t comprehensive – many key issues & problems (consciousness,
the soul, the Holy Spirit, prayer etc) are either glossed over or omitted.
• It traces my own path through the contrasting claims of faith & science
(note I didn’t say ‘conflicting claims’, but I don’t buy into NOMA either).
• Other brands are available: chapter 7 outlines 4 very different ways of
reconciling evolution with Christian faith (from Teilhard, Berry, DeaneDrummond & Peacocke), plus my critiques where I think they fall short.
• I try to be non-partisan in terms of both evolutionary ‘schools’ and
denominational theologies: no one viewpoint has a monopoly on truth.
• Yes, I do cherry-pick unashamedly from all sorts of sources, and you’re
welcome to disagree with me on many points (but I hope not on all!).

I find it extraordinary that this early example of Christian iconography
illuminates a selfless & self-effacing divinity that chimes with the 21st C

